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Monitoring competences 

Legislation 

Mass Media Act (Radio; programing quota on TV channels) 

Audiovisual Media Services Act (TV and non-linear services) 

secondary legislation (Act on protection of minors, Act on product placement, Act on 

monitorig methodology…) 

 

Monitoring competences 

Protection of minors from the harmful content 

Programme quota (in-house production, Slovene and European AV works, Slovene 

music) 

Licenses - program requirements 

Advertising (AVMSD) 

Licensing and Monitoring of channels of special importance (local, regional, student) 

Jurisdiction 

Exclusive rights for short reporting in TV channels 

 



Audiovisual and Radio Market 

PSB 

6 TV and 7 RA channels 

Regional status of special significance 

3 TV and 8 RA channels 

Local status of special significance 

6 TV and 6 RA channels 

Other 

67 TV and 68 RA channels 

 

Total: 82 TV and 89 RA channels 

 

6 VOD services 
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Supervision procedures 

Supervision powers 

Expert supervision (Mass Media Act; provisions on Radio and programme quota 

on TV channels) 

Sanctions („three step“ procedures): warning, temporary suspension of a licence, 

revocation of a licence 

Fines imposed by the Inspectorate of the Ministry of Culture 

 

Inspection supervision (AVMS; provisions for TV and on non-linear services) 

Sanction: request to eliminate the violations and to complay with the legislation,  

Other possible sanctions: temporary suspension of a licence, revocation of a 

licence 

Fines imposed by APEK (special procedure) 

 

Staff for Monitoring 

1 inspector 

3 experts (1 person for administrative, expert and technical support for 

Broadcasting Council); if needed help from other colleagues is provided 
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Broadcasters‘ obligation of storage 

TV channels and VOD service providers 

6 months storage of all broadcasted recordings and broadcasting content 

data (in excel format or similar)  

12 months storage of all data on broadcasted audiovisual works (in excel 

format or similar)  

 

RA channels 

30 days storage of all broadcasted recordings and broadcasting content 

data (in excel format or similar)  

 

VOD service providers 

6 months storage of all offered content and offered content data (in excel 

format or similar)  

12 months storage of all data on offered audiovisual works (in excel 

format or similar)  
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Monitoring quotas (daily quota on in-house production, weekly 

quotas from licences, annual quotas for Slovene and EU works)    
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TV/RA license 
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Advertising limitations 
(outsourced monitoring tool: AGB) 
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Interruptions with advertising 
(outsourced monitoring tool: AGB) 
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AV content recording software  
(Monitoring tool: Actus Digital) 
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Radio content recording software  
(outsourced monitoring tool: Stroka) 
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Software for coding broadcasted content (less 

used) 
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What and how to monitor? 

Internal basic monitoring plan 

complaints (response; most of them from the broadcasters – take the relevant into 

consideration) 

detected issues on the market (need for focus and discussion) 

smart prioritisation (constant activity) 

how to deal with large amounts of data? (long procedures, sometimes need for faster 

reaction) 

  outsourcing (quality, methodology, costs…) 

  evolution of reliable sampling methods ( 

  more data from broadcasters (difficult for small channels) 

Example: monitoring of EU works quota  

how to check 61000 broadcasts of AV works on 8 TV channels? 

solution: required annual data, one week sample checking method 

different samples checking is repeated until received data are completed 

urgent modernisation of legislation (abolishment of outdated rules that have not achieved 

desired effects) 

search for opportunities to explain regulatory framework to the broadcasters and VOD 

service providers 
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